Oregon Craft Whiskey Menu

A bourbon, a spirit whiskey, and a single malt walk into a bar...
Here are three craft-distilled, small-batch whiskeys from Oregon, USA, amazing for sipping or cocktails.

Henry Du Yore’s Bourbon Old Fashioned			
A premium American bourbon (minimum 51 percent corn and
aged at least two years in new barrels) with a spirited twist, containing a high proportion of rye and barley. Wine Enthusiast gave
this bourbon 93 points and named it one of the Top 50 Spirits of
2013. Named after the moonshiner Henry du Yore.
Per glass (35 mL): 65 RMB

Whipper Snapper
Made from 79% Kentucky white dog corn whiskey and 21% malted barley whiskey, this spirit defies classification — it is, in fact,
not exactly a bourbon but a “spirit whiskey,” aged one to three
years in Pinot noir and American whiskey barrels. The result is utterly unique: herbal and bottanical, almost gin-like, accompanied
by notes of caramel and vanilla typical of bourbons.
Per glass (35 mL): 50 RMB

McCarthy’s Single Malt
A diamond among gems: McCarthy’s Oregon Single Malt is made
using peated barley from Islay — Scotland’s famous whisky island
— and aged three years in sherry casks in Oregon. It scored an
astounding 96 out of 100 in Jim Murray’s Whiskey Bible 2008, and
was praised by renowned whiskey expert Michael Jackson as one
of the “Ten Best American Whiskeys” in 2004.
Per glass (35 mL): 70 RMB

With 45 mL of Henry Du Yore’s Bourbon. Sugar, bitters, twist of
orange: a cocktail even moonshiners can be proud of. 75 RMB
Or try it with the Whipper Snapper (45 mL). Same ingredients,
but with a crisper taste, more suitable for summer.
60 RMB

Boulevardier				70 RMB

The whiskey version of the Negroni: equal parts Campari, sweet
vermouth, and Henry Du Yore’s Bourbon.

Whiskey Sour				70 RMB
Lemon juice, sugar, and 45 mL of Henry Du Yore’s Bourbon,
with a slice of orange. Also try: the version without ice.

Whiskey Snapper			

60 RMB
A special Bookworm concoction for those who enjoy whiskey
sours with bite: lemon juice, bitters, and Whipper Snapper.

Manhattan				60 RMB

Perhaps you’re familiar with the Manhattan — sweet vermouth,
bitters, and whiskey — but give this 19th century cocktail a
youthful kick with 45 mL of Whipper Snapper.

Blood and Sand				80 RMB

The classic Blood and Sand, named after a 1922 bullfighter movie,
is one of few cocktails to employ Scotch, but we think an Oregonian single malt holds up exceptionally. One sniff and you’ll be
convinced. Orange juice, sweet vermouth, cherry liqueur, and
McCarthy’s Oregon Single Malt.

